
 
 
 

EASI: Easy Access for Service & Installation

STIF: Strong Inox Frame

Silent Rain

Front Ventilation

Nuevos Conceptos

New Concepts

Nouveaux 

Concepts

Neue Konzepte



 
 
 

Hinge door

Condensor position
Storage bin

Collector bin

New pump assembly

Electric box



 
 
 

ELECTRIC BOXELECTRIC BOX

-We have modified the electric 
box position to improve the 
access to the switches and 
electromechanics.

-From now on, you only need to 
remove a few screws , pull up 
the top cover and reach into the 
box.



 
 
 

TILT DOOR TILT DOOR 

-We have created this new hinge door to 
obtain a better access to the storage bin and 
optimise isolation.

-The door is made of stainless steel and 
hinges with 2 springs that make it easy to 
open and close your icemaker.

-With the closed new hinge door, we slow 
down the ice melting process resulting in 
improved energy efficiency.

Stronger door



 
 
 

STORAGE BINSTORAGE BIN
-Totally made by ITV on site , from the Die
to the thermofolding of the plastic

-Improved storage bin capacity.

-The used materials are more robust and its 
resistance has been improved.

We increased the isolation thickness with 10%
resulting in a melting cycle time down by 23%.

Higher capacity of storage



 
 
 

POSITION OF THE CONDENSERPOSITION OF THE CONDENSER

-Always thinking of upgrading our machines, we have 
found out a new way to place the condenser.

-On all our new machine, the condenser will be placed 
on diagonal from the front grill.

-This way we will get a better refrigeration of the 
circuit because of the great air ventilation

Air circulation



 
 
 

COLLECT BINCOLLECT BIN

-New concept of the collect bin. This bin is part 
of the storage bin, the water drops directly form the 
evaporator into this bin.

-This bin has been created to avoid any water leak 
problems if the drainage blocks.
-The water of the bin will directly fall into the storage bin .
-No electrical or mechanical pieces will be in contact with the water.



 
 
 

PUMP SYSTEMPUMP SYSTEM

-We have changed all the production 
concept for the pump.

-The pump is now incorporated into 
its bin by a Door.

-Removing the pump is very easy.

-Evacuation bin is much higher to prevent any 
reflow of the water and leak from the back .

-New filter placed into the pump bin to prevent
any impurities of the water to pass through.



 
 
 

• The water spray system , made with smooth semi elastic spray nozzles 
slow down the minerals deposit and make it easy to clean the water spray 
assembly.

• Just ‘squeeze’ the nozzle to eliminate any obstruction.
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